
HAVE GREEN OR 
SWAMPY POOL 

WATER???
Follow the steps below to quickly 

restore your water clarity with 
minimal hassle.

1.  Skip the Water Test - Having your water tested at this point is not necessary.
2.  Clear pool of leaves and debris. For large amounts of leaves & debris(pools that have not   
      been covered) consider using ProTeam’s System Support to lift debris to the pool  
      surface to decrease manual labor and time, see separate sheet for info  and instructions.
3.  Brush pool walls & bottom.
4.  Shock pool with Liquid Chlorine or Quick Shock & Add Green Treat or Swamp Treat  
     depending on severity. 1 bottle of Green Treat or Swamp Treat  & 4 gals of
     Liquid Chlorine or 4lbs of Quick Shock treats 20,000 gallons of water. Do not undercut,  
     more is better in this situation. See a sales associate to give their recommendation on    
     whether you should use Green Treat or Swamp Treat.      
     Backwash as needed*.
5.  Continue shocking daily until green is gone. Backwash as needed*.
6.  Once the pool is at a cloudy state do the following depending on your �lter type.
 •  Sand Filter: add a Highly Concentrate Clari�er - Natural Chemistry’s Pool First Aid  
    (Dosage: 5 caps per 10,000 gallons). Backwash as needed*. 
    Repeat every two days until water is clear.
 •  DE Filter: Continue �ltering. Clean Filter as needed*.
7.  Once you can see the bottom bring in a water sample, we'll do a complete test including 
     testing for Phosphates (the main food source for algae) and Borates (Suppresses CO2 which  
      Algae needs to grow; also Softens Water, Neutralizes pH and much more!)

*Throughout this process it is important to keep an eye on your filter pressure. When pressure 
goes up on pressure gauge and/or water flow is weak going back into the pool either backwash 
or clean your filter. You may need to do this quite often at the early stages of this process.

Weekly – Add Pool Perfect Total (1 cap per 10,000 gallons added directly to skimmer) the 
day after you shock to maintain an Algae FREE Pool!

**NOTE** If you have tinted green water and you can see through to the bottom have your 
water tested for copper.
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“RECIPE FOR A CLEAR POOL”
Ingredients


